cyber security

Security Response Drill
Be ready for your next big incident.

Can my organization handle a cyber attack?

Key Benefits
Gap analysis of your current
response capabilities

Building readiness within
your organization with a
simulated attack
Actionable recommenddations strengthen your
resilience to cyber attacks
Verify utility of your current
security monitoring tool set

To assess, prove and improve your organization’s emergency
readiness, VENZO_ cyber security developed a Preventive
Emergency Response Service.
Stress-test your response procedures and gain experience with highimpact security incidents through our Security Response Drill.

“Organizations that practice their incident response

program find gaps and areas for improvement.
Certain exercises also make the computer security
incident response team (CSIRT) more comfortable
and better equipped when an incident occurs.”

- Gartner, How to Implement a Computer Security
Incident Response Program, 2019

Better understand, prioritize,
and mitigate potential threat
vectors

What is a Security Response Drill?
What is Preventive Emergency
Response?
A Preventive Emergency Response
is a part of Emergency Readiness.
It focuses on training for emergencies, closing security gaps in your
defenses and strengthening your
organization’s security posture.

A good Preventive Emergency
Response will also guide you on how
to create awareness, readiness and
confidence within your emergency
response team.

A Security Response Drill is our practical approach to help you
evaluate your organization’s Emergency Readiness:
We simulate a cyber attack on your organization to
verify your disaster and incident response procedures.
This also allows you to familiarize your staff with their critical actions,
so that their response in a real emergency will be automatic.
Get expert advisory on how to develop the Drill findings into an
actionable plan, re-align your response flow and address critical issues
before a real attack occurs.

Prepare your defenses
Minimize an attack's
impact on your business:
Strengthen your
processes and empower
your staff to exactly know
their roles and
in an
cyber responsibilities
security
emergency.

Learn from the best
Your leaders benefit
from evaluating your
plans with VENZO_’s
expert incident manager
and your response team
gains valuable emergency experience through
our Analysts’ scenarios.

A gap analysis
of your current
Security
Response

Tailored
simulation of a
high-impact
cyber attack

Prerequisites for a successful
Security Response Drill
We recommend that you have some
of the following prerequisites in
place to truly make the most of your
Security Readiness Drill:
✓ Incident Response Plan
✓ Emergency Response Plan
✓ Disaster Recovery Plan

Report on strengths
and weaknesses of
your current
response process

Advisory and
recommendations
to improve your
defenses

Package Details:
✓ Drill Experts analyze your processes to conduct a
Security Response Drill that is right for your organization
✓ Holistic advisory on reacting to Drill results and
strengthening your security posture long-term
✓ Report over crucial information, like discovered gaps,
criticality of the individual findings and hands-on
recommendations
✓ Sustainable behavior change in employees through
Emergency and Awareness Training

Reach out and let us strengthen your defenses.
cyber security

Training and
awareness based
on the Drill
findings

